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The author of Supercute Sewing shares ten sewing projects for huggable, fantasy-inspired stuffed toys like aliens and unicorns. Friendly monsters, pretty mermaids and magical fairies make
up part of this delightful toy sewing pattern collection from Melly & Me. It includes ten projects for cute stuffed toys based on the theme: fantasy creatures. This is a gorgeous new collection of
huggable creatures from soft toy designer Melly McNeice. You will love the designs for fantasy creatures including friendly monsters and mystical unicorns which will capture your imagination
as much as your children’s. Melly uses bright, modern fabrics for her colorful, easy to sew, designs making them irresistible. Why not try the pretty mermaid for your daughter to cuddle up with
at bedtime, or the friendly dragon who will protect your precious one while they sleep. Or make them all and create your very own fantasy world of cuddly toys which will are sure to make very
special keepsakes in years to come.
Discover a colourful world of adorable animals and fantastical creatures in this fun collection of sewn toys and gifts, brought together into one volume for the first time. Children and adults will
adore this collection of cute and quirky stuffed toys and home accessories by leading soft toy designer, Melly McNeice. There are a total of twenty projects to choose from so there is
something for everyone. Pick your favourite from a pretty butterfly mobile for a new arrival, a cuddly spaceship for a curious kid or a handy ladybug bag for a little fashionista - there's
something to delight kids of all ages! The stuffed toy sewing patterns that are featured in this collection include friendly monsters, affable aliens magical mermaids, circus lions, pretty unicorns
and much, much more. This selection of 'huggable' creatures from Melly McNeice will capture your imagination as much as your child’s. Each of the animals and creatures featured in this
selection has their own personality, and they are perfectly proportioned for little hands to hold. They also make the perfect prompts for story telling or a bedtime tale. Maybe your little one
dreams of transforming into a high-spirited princess or a flying superhero? As well as the toys there are projects to brighten up the nursery: choose from a butterfly mobile, a wonderfully
colourful, applique floral quilt, and a ladybird bird backpack for fun days out. These simple patterns will have you sewing toys and gifts in no time. Each of the twenty brightly coloured projects
is suitable for sewers of all abilities and comes with easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and full-size templates so you can start sewing straight away. Melly recommends reading through
all the patterns before starting a project to decide whether it’s a quick and easy make which is perfect for last minute gifting or a longer project which will help you to build your toy making
skills. Enjoy making your super cute toys and gifts and we hope that the resulting toys will bring the special little people in your life many hours of imagination-filled play, memorable moments
and comforting cuddles.
Detailed instructions and patterns for Valentine eggs, birthday eggs, Christmas eggs, Halloween eggs, gift eggs for children and friends, using acrylics, baked clay, craft foam, spray
adhesives, paintbrushes, rubber stamps, embossing powers, sponges, ribbons, etc.
Japanese origami expert Hisao Fukui shows you how to create incredibly realistic paper birds and flying insects, a winged dinosaur and even an undulating Chinese dragon! The easy-to-follow
folding instructions and photos in this book present 24 challenging and amazingly lifelike models—from intermediate to complex in terms of their level of difficulty. The 24 unique models in this
book include: The Swan—The multilayered wings and body give this familiar model a major three-dimensional upgrade The Crane—Far from traditional, this crane rests on its built-in platform,
and has an optional open wing configuration that can double as a fancy box Peacocks—One with tail feathers stowed neatly behind, and another with its tail fan proudly displayed The
Swallow—Its distinctive bifurcated tail is on display in a kinetic diving pose The Crested Kingfisher—The artfully modeled eye of this hunter appears to be on the lookout for its next meal Stink
Bug—there's nothing foul about this instantly recognizable shield-shaped insect model Beetles—A Horned Beetle with unfurled wings and a Rhinoceros Beetle with an intimidating spiky head
Flying Chinese Dragon—Segmented and supple, this ancient symbol of power and good fortune is poised to pounce The Dragonfly—This incredibly detailed form is the most challenging model
here, but the spectacular results are well worth the effort And many more!
Some issues include "Directory of members".
“This engaging romp will be a great way to initiate conversations about diversity, tolerance, and acceptance.”—Booklist (starred review) In the spirit of favorites like Stick & Stone and Spoon
this warmhearted and hilarious picture book tells the story of a highly unusual group of friends and is stunningly illustrated by Samantha Cotterill. Meet Hudson, a hippo. Fran, an earthworm.
And Jean, a lightbulb. They have one thing in common: a profound appreciation for rhinos. So, they form a Secret Rhino Appreciation Society, in which a key activity it wearing paper horns.
(Sometimes this results in a fire. That’s what happens when a lightbulb wears a paper horn.) But when they meet their first real, live rhino and ask her to do rhino-y things, she doesn’t want to
charge or snort—she’s a gardener! She is not what the society expected, but can they learn to appreciate her for who she is? This funny, character-driven story explores themes of friendship,
expectations, and prejudice.

Lists prices for a wide variety of items that might be found at garage sales and flea markets, including toys, glassware, china, souvenirs, advertising and promotional pieces, and
other collectibles
"The Crafts of Malaysia documents the development of Malaysian crafts from the past to the present, principally the traditions of pottery, fibrecraft, wood carving, textile weaving
and metalwork. This lavishly produced volume combines beautiful studio photography of objects and location photography of craftspeople at work with images drawn from
archives, and is a visual feast of crafts. It celebrates the masterpieces in the collections of Muzium Negara and the state museums, the living crafts of Malaysia today as well as
the new crafts promoted and developed by Kraftangan, the Malaysian national craft organization."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
Something Special contains many stimulating ideas for seasonal art and craft--including Halloween masks and animal masks; Christmas decorations and a Christmas calendar;
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creative gardening; Easter craft; paper flowers; ideas for the school fair; greeting cards for Valentine's Day, Christmas, and more.
Jazz Composition and Arranging In the Digital Age is a comprehensive and practical instructional book and reference guide on the art and craft of jazz composition and arranging
for small and large ensembles. In this book, veteran composers and arrangers Richard Sussman and Michael Abene combine their extensive years of experience as musicians
and instructors to demonstrate how advances in music technology and software may be integrated with traditional compositional concepts to form a new and more efficient
paradigm for the creative process. This book builds on material and issues treated in traditional jazz composition and arranging courses, including all the fundamental musical
techniques and information associated with jazz arranging and composition instruction. In addition, each chapter of the book also contains specific examples demonstrating the
effective utilization of music software as applied to the realization of these techniques. Software is employed both as both a learning tool in the form of examples and exercises,
and as a practical tool illustrating how many modern day composer/arrangers are utilizing these techniques successfully in the real world. The book also offers several chapters
devoted exclusively to the creative use of music technology and software. The extensive companion website provides listening examples for each chapter as well as enhanced
software tips, expanded and additional music examples, and appendices of , basic principles and an expanded recommended listening list for further study.
Flexible in approach and full of colorful examples, this textbook provides a basic introduction to what art is and can be in the lives of people who do not necessarily think of
themselves as "artists." You will be taught about a variety of art themes, genres, materials, and processes that appeal to novice art makers. The lessons are organized by themes
of general subject matter or media. Options are available for work in mixed media, crafts, photography and digital media, as well as in traditional drawing or painting media. After
picking a theme of particular interest to you, look next at the four strands of lessons presented in that thematic unit. Moving from left to right, select one lesson from each
consecutive strand and complete that lesson. Because each lesson builds upon previously presented knowledge and developed skill, as you progress through four lessons, one
from each strand, you should grow in your understanding of art concepts, meanings, and processes, while also improving your art making skills. Completing this course will help
you develop a new appreciation for the power and possibilities of art learning, by understanding better the art others create, as well as making it yourself.
Make Halloween the scariest, most fun, most black and orange holiday possible with the fabulous activities, crafts, and ideas for parents and children—and every ghost, goblin,
witch, wizard, and superhero on the black! Cut, color, and craft your way to a fantastic and spectacularly haunted Halloween with these wonderful projects, cards, decorations,
and gift ideas. All the activities have clear and simple instructions and can be made with common household items or by just making a trip to your local dollar store or
supermarket. The projects and activities in this book include: Festive decorations for your home or classroom Delicious Halloween recipes 12 cards to cut out and color 26
decorations to cut out and color Tons of templates for great ideas including an envelope for the cards My Big Book of Halloween Activities is the perfect gift for families who want
hand-made holiday fun
How to make various items useful to handicapped persons.
Aimed at boys and girls aged 3+, all of the projects can be made either from readily available items or from easy-to-source materials, parents don't need much crafting
experience to help! As well as space outfits to wear and essential astronaut accessories, there are space-themed cakes and nibbles to make too.
This book is a compilation of peer-reviewed papers from the 2018 Asia-Pacific International Symposium on Aerospace Technology (APISAT 2018). The symposium is a common
endeavour between the four national aerospace societies in China, Australia, Korea and Japan, namely, the Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA), Royal
Aeronautical Society Australian Division (RAeS Australian Division), the Korean Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences (KSAS) and the Japan Society for Aeronautical and
Space Sciences (JSASS). APISAT is an annual event initiated in 2009 to provide an opportunity for researchers and engineers from Asia-Pacific countries to discuss current and
future advanced topics in aeronautical and space engineering.
Gather at HomeOver 100 Simple Recipes, DIYs, and Inspiration for a Year of OccasionsPenguin
Hiragana Katakana Practice - Japanese Writing Practice Notebook Genkouyoushi is a typical Japanese paper used for writing. It is printed with vertical columns of squares, with
each square designed to accommodate a single Japanese character or punctuation mark. Genkouyoushi in this book are in proper size and format. The same as they are used in
Japan. You can also use this book either from left to right or from right to left Cover: Great tough matte paperback. Secure professional binding prevents the paper falling apart.
Therefore, the Notebook is durable to withstand any adventure Dimensions 8.5"x11" 110 pages to write on, the book provides enough space for comprehensive or sequential
notes, while it is light enough to be carried along comfortably by anyone, Making it so great for classroom studies, as well as quick reviews while travelling! Interior Details: This
Kanji Writing Practice Notebook has 100 pages with thick, high-quality white paper to prevent ink leakage. Each template square allows for correct spacing of characters to fit one
kanji, hiragana or katakana. Layout: dark gray lines are easily covered by your creative colored pens or pencils, and even markers, and with or without a shitajiki Simple design
interior What is this book for? This book for inspire Japanese language learners to write what they learnt about the language, to journal their Japanese learning, or to even
compose their own stories, in Japanese Who will need this book? Genkouyoushi is very popular used, especially by students Primary and secondary students in particular are
required to hand in assignments written on Genkouyoushi, and essays for school entrance examinations are also written on the paper, making knowledge of the correct way to
use Genkouyoushi essential. Some programs of Japanese as a foreign language also require or encourage their adult students to use Genkouyoushi for practice or formal
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assignments or both, as use of the paper helps students to learn correct spacing when writing vertically. Japanese Composition Notebook is a great tool that would help jumpstart
your Japanese learning! It would make a perfect gift for yourself, your friends, school or college classmates, students or teachers, with whom you share meaningful Japanese
learning journeys!
Suggests ten themes for children's birthday parties, and offers advice on invitations, hats, favors, cakes, and games
Discover more than 825 scrapbook pages and a full year of month-by-month scrapbooking ideas to chronicle the lives of family and friends. In this value-priced, 288-page book in the Treasury
of Favorites series from Creating Keepsakes scrapbook magazine, special sections are presented for babies, children, teens, and adults. There are fun ideas for every month, plus for every
stage of life from birth to retirement. Included are extensive galleries of reader scrapbook pages, photo tips, and more. This colorful volume is packed with great ideas for faster family history
pages and poignant suggestions for journaling family stories and traditions. Articles include Recording the Stories That Make Your Family Unique, Honor a War Hero, A Family Reunion With
Flair, The Simple Charms of Childhood, and others.
An index to multicultural learning projects for kindergarten through eighth grade classrooms which appear in over 1,700 books, including handicrafts, foods, games, and activities; arranged
alphabetically by subject, with cross-references and co mplete bibliographic information.
As music educators continue to explore various ways of learning and teaching popular music, recognizing and understanding a blend of traditional and non-traditional pedagogies that engage
teachers and learners in authentic practices is of vital importance. To meet this emerging need, Action-based Approaches in Popular Music Education delves into the practices and
philosophies of 26 experienced music educators who understand both the how and the why of popular music education. This edited collection represents the variety, the diversity, and the
multiplicity of ideas and approaches to the teaching and learning of popular music. It’s these actionable approaches, practices, applications, lessons, and ideas that will enable music
educators to understand how to better incorporate popular music into their teaching. This book is not an antidote to the lack of uniformity in popular music education – it is a celebration of it.
Fully updated with recent technologies, current scientific knowledge, and the latest techniques, A Primer in Cartilage Repair and Joint Preservation of the Knee, 2nd Edition, presents the full
range of treatment options for a changing, increasingly younger patient population. Using an easy-to-follow, step-by-step approach, Dr. Thomas Minas clearly teaches how to meet the new
challenges of cartilage repair by utilizing the latest techniques and technologies, including advances in orthobiologics. Surgical photographs, abundant illustrations, and procedural videos
provide detailed visual guidance.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Popular blogger and lifestyle influencer Monika Hibbs shares her favourite recipes and crafts to bring thoughtful touches to all of life's moments--big or small.
Monika Hibbs has found joy in planning gatherings since she was a little girl, but it's not just the hallmark occasions she spends time thinking about. Over the years, she has learned just how
important it is to slow down and savour life's simple, everyday moments, in addition to the holidays and milestones. In Gather at Home, Monika Hibbs shares her favourite relaxed and easy
ways to make your everyday moments and seasonal celebrations special. Use Monika's collection of over 100 simple recipes, crafts, and do-it-yourself projects, conveniently divided by
season, to turn your Friday family games night, Mother's Day brunch, holiday dinner, or outdoor evening barbecue into something memorable, and to create other effortless moments that your
friends and family will cherish for years to come. You'll find breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert ideas to fit the mood of every season, as well as crafts and do-it-yourself projects you can
easily get the kids involved with. Draw inspiration from the lush photography, and add Monika's extra-special touches to make every moment a well-crafted one that will show your family and
friends just how much you care.
Reproduces hundreds of the master sculptor's "black" drawings and watercolor nudes, many of which are being published for the first time, in a volume that is complemented by essays that
analyze the complex relationships between the artist's drawings and sculptures.
What began as an Instagram hashtag and project collection (#CrafttheRainbow) that quickly went viral has become a showstopping book, offering a rainbow of completely new project ideas. Learn how to
make playful party decorations, luscious flowers, amazing cards, and sophisticated wreaths, garlands, centerpieces, and more than you can imagine—all with nothing but the creative power of paper. Soughtafter designer Brittany Watson Jepsen is known for the unusually imaginative and amazingly beautiful designs she creates for her website and host of clients (including Anthropologie). In Craft the Rainbow,
Jepsen walks readers through the easy basics of transforming simple paper—including tissue, crepe, cardstock, leaves of books, and vintage and recycled paper—into vibrant, fanciful, handmade projects
suitable for every occasion.
Introduces techniques for making a variety of dinosaurs out of paper.
This great Viking design is the perfect gift for anyone who is into Norse mythology. Write this valhalla notebook on the battlefield or at home by the campfire.Are you looking for a beautiful, inspirational and
motivational gift for someone special? This is a blank, lined journal that's perfect for your loved one. Other details include: 110 pages, 6x9, white paper and a beautiful, matte-finished cover. This journal is the
best gift that will allow you to express yourself to the world.
Encourage children to build reading, speaking, and writing skills. Through 23 different picture books, Read, Talk & Create presents opportunities for teaching both literacy and art skills and concepts. The
prompts and projects with each picture book inspire children to communicate about what is read to them, thus building fine and gross motor skills through the manipulation of art materials. 64 pages
Isometric Composition Book - Equilateral Triangle Drafting This beautiful and convenient Isometric Grid Sketchbook is a perfect choice for drawing and creative works. Cover: Great tough matte paperback.
Secure professional binding prevents the paper falling apart. Therefore, the Booklet is durable to withstand any adventure Dimensions: Measures 8.5 x 11 inches. Close To A4 Size but shorter in height. It is
easy to squeeze it into a bag and perfect size to carry with you anywhere! Interior Details: This amazing Notebook has 100 blank pages with thick, high-quality white paper to prevent ink leakage.The lines are
in clear light grey which is visible and easy to follow.There is no margin. All graph lines spread to all sides of the page.Suitable for pencils, pens, felt tips pens and acrylic pens.Simple design interior What is
this book for?This Isometric Graph Paper Pad is great for creating art and drawing diagrams of products.Whether you use the sketchbook to draft your artworks, draw diagrams of structures, practice
calligraphy or general drawing, this is the reliable tool to use! Who will need this book? The Triangular Grid Notebooks is essential to artists, from novices to professionals. Triangular grids are also very useful
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for teaching children to draw their constructions in 3D. Starting in grades 2-3, students are perfectly ready to draw their own constructions.
20 felt sewing projects that are quick, easy, stylish, modern and appealing.This book provides a range of fun and attractive felt brooch designs that will appeal to seasoned sewing machine users as well as
beginners. The designs include popular motifs such as an owl, a chicken, dogs, cats, cupcakes, fairies and flowers, as well as more quirky subjects such as a beach hut and a seed head. Some designs
include organza, beads and other materials as embellishment. A techniques section is included which explains step-by-step all the stitches used, and a template is provided for each design.The author has
made the 20 designs in bought felt which are featured in the styled shots. She has then re-made each project using her own handmade felt to showcase the different effects that can be acheived with texture
and depth of colour. Each of these alternatives has been photographed in detail.
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